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Accepting responsesSUMMARY INDIVIDUAL

On a scale from 1 (not good) to 5 (excellent) how would you evaluate: The
organization of the meeting as a whole
15 responses
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The organization of the activities
15 responses

The host family stay
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Cultural activities programme
15 responses

Students’ cooperation
15 responses
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This Erasmus+ Project concerns the acquisition of tools and skills, which will
help you in yourlife after school, as happy Europeans. Mark with an X the
aspects / items you consider to have helped you develop in this �rst meeting.
15 responses

Mark with an X the experience(s) you consider to have been more positive for
you:
15 responses
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Motivation to learn foreign
languages

Autonomy

Self esteem
Accepting differences

Ability to communicate

Being part of a group
Managing conflict

Cultural awareness
Other (which?)
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What have you found positive or enjoyed the most about this period of exchange?
15 responses

Breaking boundaries and stereotypes in me.

Meeting new people from different places and learning about them.

The Erasmus+ experience in general, I love it!

friends and trips

To improve my comunication skills.

Team work and effort.

The experience and meet more people

Make new friends

Meeting new people and discovering different cultures

I think the most positive thing about this exchange was being able to meet new people and a different culture
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Linguistic experience

Cultural experience

The experience of living in
another fam…

The experience of living in a
different…

The experience of opening to
new realit…
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The friends that I have made for life and how is importante to experience the differents between each country (people, food, all
in general I would say...)

Know and being with persons of another country and culture,

I enjoyed meeting new people from other countrys.

I really liked being with other countries, since we became very close friends of the Portuguese

Meet people from others countries and make friends.

What have you found negative or felt uncomfortable with?
13 responses

Nothing

The organisation of time, the horary from Poland

Nothing negative

nothing

The timetable, I'm not usted to this kind if hours.

Nothing was negative.

What I found most negative was the lack of communication between students of each country

Anything, the experience was memorable

The temperature.

Their schedule.



How do you feel in general at the end of this exchange?
15 responses

Very happy

I feel happy and proud of myself

So sad, because I love Poland and I don’t wanna leave this country

happy

Great I've learnt a lot.

Filled with positive energy.

more practice whith english and whith more general culture

Sad because I miss everyone I met but happy that I had the oportunity to BE part of this project

It was my �rst time participating on an exchange, and I de�netly want to participate in another one in the future! I even feel more
motivated to go to school and study

I think this exchange was amazing and it will help me in the future

Extremily happy to be so lucky with the family (and school and country) that receveid me and the people that I met but sad
because some of them i won´t see them again

Very happy and expecting to participate in another experience like this

I feel like I want to visit more countries.

I feel very well, I have met different people very nice and it has been an experience

Happy on the one hand because I make friends, but one for another, I feel sad because it's over.


